UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LBK

3000 students from 50 countries

- Higher education and profession in two years
- European diploma
- Working practice in European companies during your studies
- Accreditation without time-limit
- Admission without entrance exams
- Possibility of distant learning
- Possibility to study in other universities of Europe
- Available prices and discounts for tuition fees
- Possibility to study free of charge
- Interesting student life, many activities and new friends
Students from Asia and Africa are especially welcome in our University

We managed to create a very comfortable atmosphere for students from Asia and Africa. Exactly they showed themselves as the best students – attentively listening to lecturers and showing excellent results in their exams! Further on we will pay special attention exactly to the students from Asia and Africa to make the level of our education and hospitality better.

We position ourselves as the best university for students from Asia and Africa. We understand and respect religious and cultural traditions, that is why groups of students from Asia and Africa feel comfortable in LBK.

During many years of our work we learn to quickly and without delay complete visa formalities for our international students.
Study in lecture-rooms or at home
You can choose full-time education and study in our comfortable lecture-rooms or study at a distance – through Internet. Choose any form of education – You will get the best European knowledge, experience and thousands of useful contacts with other our successful students.

The Most Popular Study Programs

» Business
» Tourism and hotel business
» Law
» Logistics
» Human Resource Management
» Information Technologies
» Advertising Management
» Accounting
» Banking
LBK is a wise choice

LBK is your success
LBK is a modern higher education institution. We started our work in 2005. During many years of our work thousands of young specialists got education in LBK.

New horizons and many possibilities open in front of our students in Europe.
Choosing a European university, You will get unique advantages:

• get to know about special features of business and European culture

• understand the way of thinking and motivation of Europeans

• get useful contacts. Your group mates are Your future business partners in Europe and 50 other countries.

• study in English and understand other languages.

You can stay in Europe or return to Your country – in any case You will be a good young specialist with higher European education and profession, who has valuable knowledge and prestigious international diploma.
Graduates with such advantages are always welcome in international companies in any country.

Students from 50 countries study in LBK! LBK is good for international students – we respect national traditions (for example, wearing a hijab and others). Just join us and in LBK You will get a prestigious European diploma and career possibilities with no limits – do not put off your life, apply for studies now!
Knowledge with delivery at door – distant learning

We have different forms of studies: full-time and distant.
Distant studies are especially convenient for those who want to get education without going away from family or work.

Already more than

50 million

of students
all over the world
study distantly,
as it is so convenient!
Visa and hostel
Contact us and our office-workers will help You to complete all the formalities with student visas and other documents, necessary to begin studies in Europe. Students, who need visa for studying in day department, are provided with Shengen visa with the right to travel and work in the European Union and residence permit in EU. If it is necessary, we meet international students in the airport, show him our city and our University, as well as help to find accommodation for any taste and purse – from hostels to hiring a flat.

Competitive tuition fee (per semester)
Day department – 900 EUR
Distant learning department – 990 EUR

LBK offers studies in the most popular programs:
» Business
» Tourism and hotel business
» Law
» Logistics
» Human Resource Management
» Information technologies
» Advertising Management
» Accounting
» Banking
**Business**

Study program “Business” includes such subjects as Business analysis and strategy, Banking, Financial markets, Business Foreign Language, Psychology and many others. **You will get all the knowledge necessary for starting Your own business or managing an enterprise as an executive officer.** After graduating, our students get an international diploma of higher vocational education and qualification „Specialist in Entrepreneurship (Commerce)“.

**Tourism and Hotel Business**

With every year tourism business develops more and more rapidly, more and more specialists are needed. **It is one of the most interesting professions.** After acquiring it You will work, travel, get acquainted with interesting people, progress and increase Your profits.

**Information Technologies**

**You will become a Professional user of computer programs and acquire programming languages** (PHP, MYSQL, XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, XML, JAVA), understand the principles of server administration and information storage. The program Information Technologies has two specialisations:

- **Programmer** (practical programming, web programming),
- **System administration** (administrator of web servers, administrator of data bases, network administrator).
**Human Resource management**
Here You can develop Your skills of managing personnel and learn to apply Your knowledge in practice.
**You will get an international diploma of higher vocational education** and qualification «Human Resource Manager».

**Law**
Everyone must know the laws of the society he lives in. After graduating from „Law” study program, you will get all necessary knowledge and skills. During their studies students have practice in legal offices.
**You will get an international diploma of higher vocational education in the sphere of law.**

**Logistics**
**Transport sphere is one of the most dynamic and profitable kinds of business.** After graduating from study program „Logistics” of University LBK only in two years You will get higher vocational education in logistics, have practical knowledge of the work of European logistic companies, understand the principles of communication in logistics.
Advertising Management
Possibly, it is one of the most creative of our study programs where a student has the possibility to exercise his creative potential, directed to forming the opinion of the audience according to company’s interests. Advertising moves trade, but specialist in advertising always is a respected and valuable employee. **Higher education in this sphere is useful for developing Your company or for work in a company as an employee.** Our graduates get an international diploma of higher vocational education and qualification “Specialist in Advertising Management”.

Accounting
In the study program “Accounting” You will study such subjects, as: general economic and trade statistics, European taxes and charges, finance and credit, auditing and so on. **You will study all popular accounting programs.** Among others, You will study the most popular program package 1C. After graduating You will get an internationally recognized diploma and 4th level professional qualification of accountant.

Banking
Banking sphere is one of the most developed in the world. **Work in banking structures in any country is well-paid and gives specialist unique possibilities for developing a career.** Is this not a work of Your dreams? Our graduates get an internationally recognized diploma of higher vocational education and qualification of “Specialist in Banking”.
Student Life

In University LBK there are regular and very interesting activities in which our students take part with great pleasure and interest! We can give you many examples - starting from photo competition and to a huge scientific experiment “Sleepless”! Just come and join us. By the way, students, who take active part in the organization of student activities, get a discount for tuition fee up to 100%.

Accreditation

Termless accreditation is given to the best universities and LBK received such status from international commission. LBK diplomas are recognized all over the world!
Students themselves will tell You how great it is to study in our university:

Our student Lalani Gupta from India says:

— LBK is an excellent choice! Higher education & practice in TWO years - that's great! Here in Riga dreams come true! Education is very cheap and people are very hospitable. For students it is easy to find work.

Our student from China Lijian Ye:

— Riga is a wonderful city with beautiful nature, delicious food, kind and friendly people. I'm living here since I was 17 - it's around 4 years. I like Riga, beautiful environment, weather - especially in summer and European Freely lifestyle. And the reason why I am here are more personal - my parents took me here, cause they have own business in Riga.

Salmanuddin Syed from Pakistan, LBK student tells:

I easily got accustomed here, I was active and the university even offered me a job! I am very glad about it! Student life here is a lot of different activities! Riga is a centre of Baltics and a capital of culture of 2014! There is beautiful architecture, prices for accommodation are low and people are very good. And You cannot help falling in love with the seaside! My advice for all international students – choose Riga and LBK!
More information about LBK, study programs and conditions You can find in our home page:

www.lbkeu.com
www.facebook.com/UniversityEU

+371 20 200 007
26 Kr. Valdemara Street, Riga, Latvia, European Union